ID06 cards for asylum seekers with LMA
cards
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Asylum seekers with LMA cards that are either employed or given
practice at a company - Only ID06 card 1.5 for asylum seekers when
there is no passport for ID06 scanning control.
• Asylum seekers with LMA cards cannot order the new ID06 card 2.0 if the identity cannot be
secured with a passport and then is not available for required pass scanning.
• The asylum seekers without the possibility of having their identity secured via pass scanning will
then be able to get an ID06 card 1.5 issued.
• There is no exact set time for when it is possible to register 1.5 ID06 cards for the asylum seeker,
but it is meant that it will be possible to do so in August 2019. Until this is clear, of course, the old
ID06 card is 1.0 for the asylum seekers with LMA cards still valid.
A company or organisation, e.g. government or municipal agency, that wishes to order an ID06 card
for an individual with an LMA card that is going to perform practice at the company should do it in its
own company name and organization number through its own ID06 account.
When ordering an ID06 card for an individual with an LMA card, the applying company should attach
the following documents to the accredited ID06 card supplier when applying:
• When employing: *Photograph of the LMA card and copy of the employment contract. On the
LMA card, it should be stated “AT-UND” at paragraph 7, which confirms that the asylum seeker
has the right to work during the asylum period. A Swedish coordination number should be
written on the employment document. It confirms that the asylum seeker is also registered at
the tax authorities.
• Practice: *Photograph of the LMA card and copy of the internship agreement that has been
established between the municipality or the unemployment office and the company. A Swedish
coordination number or “AT-UND” is not needed for practice.

Asylum seeker who is registered at the tax authorities with a coordination number and for “A-skatt”,
can’t only with this information register for a ID06-card when employed at a company. It is only the
Swedish Migration Agency LMA card, with “AT-UND”, which gives the asylum seeker the right to be
employed at a company.

The individual’s identification number is the unique LMA card number, see example below which has
the card number 50-008920/4. The number, marked in red in picture 1, is a unique identifier for the
individual. Observe that the last digit, 4, is only a numbering of the physical LMA card that the applicant
has received and can vary when a new LMA card has been issued for the individual. The LMA number
50-008920, as in the picture, is unique for the individual. The individual’s nationality shall correspond
with the language the individual is speaking, e.g. if it is written Turkish in paragraph six on the LMA
card, then the individual shall be stated with Turkish nationality.
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The LMA card and the employment contract or the practice agreement shall together with the
ID06 card, be presented when asked for during work place introductions, controls and audits.
The accredited ID06 card supplier shall save the application and its attachments, as mentioned
above, during the current year and the following two years.
The validity of the ID06 card shall be equal to the validity period in the employment or practice
agreement, alternatively to the validity of the LMA card. The document which has the shortest
validity shall be applied when determining the validity of the ID06 card.

*Note that the photographs must be in full sharpness. Blurred photographs without sharpness aren’t
accepted.

Picture 1: Example of a LMA card
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